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Objectives

Elevate the Value of Procurement with a 
Technology Platform
Procurement areas have long outgrown their cost-containment responsibilities. 
Expertise in managing risk, quality, innovation, and strategic development is 
equally critical for smart purchase decisions. With SAP® Business Technology 
Platform (SAP BTP), procurement professionals are empowered with a fast, 
intuitive platform that connects spend to actions and outcomes.

From indirect and direct spend to maintenance, 
repair, and operation services and contingent 
labor, your procurement organization has handled 
a variety of purchasing activities – most of which 
involve complex transactions, management 
issues, and compliance requirements. As your 
influence spreads across the business, so must 
your use of better data, processes, and applica-
tions to help ensure every purchase is based  
on foresight and informed decision-making. 

SAP BTP provides the solutions you need to sup-
port intelligent spend management. The platform 
fuels a progression toward a unified system of 
data, applications, and business processes that 
counters infrastructure costs and operational 
complexity.
 
More important, SAP BTP helps fulfill the critical 
expectation among chief procurement officers 
(CPOs) that the technology they adopt must be at 
least a 95% functional fit. How? With data-to-
value outcomes, integration enablement, and 
extensible and personalized application solutions.

Elevate the Value of Procurement with a 
Technology Platform
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Grow Business Value with Real-Time  
Analytics
Traditionally, many procurement organizations  
primarily focus on cost-containment efforts,  
such as supplier rationalization, lean just-in-time 
supply chains, and contract bundling to get the 
best pricing. 

But you know those measures aren’t enough 
when your business needs can change at a 
moment’s notice. You must be ready to pivot  
your procurement strategies with agility,  
resiliency, and less risk – making data-driven 
insights and enterprise analytics essential.

The SAP Analytics Cloud solution delivers  
360-degree insights on your departments,  
buying categories, and suppliers to provide a  
clear view of overall spend, automatically and in 
real time. Plus, you can make smarter decisions 
with embedded artificial intelligence (AI) that 
drives insights and predictions that help ensure 
optimal business performance.

When you combine SAP Analytics Cloud with  
the SAP Data Warehouse Cloud solution, you  
can quickly track key metrics and smoothly link  
critical data and processes to external sources 
and third-party systems and take advantage of 
scenario modeling and what-if analysis with  
real-time data.

Grow Business Value with Real-Time  
Analytics

Accelerate Innovation and  
Personalization with Extensibility

Strengthen Insights and Outcomes  
with Broad Integration
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Gain greater visibility into spend performance,  
so you can seek better alternatives, identify new 
opportunities, and mitigate risks early on.
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Accelerate Innovation and  
Personalization with Extensibility 
CPOs often encounter procurement issues that 
require new processes, people behaviors, and 
workforce skills. However, not all solutions to 
these issues are available off the shelf. Instead, 
companies must extend existing processes using 
reliable technologies to address unique needs and 
personalize buying experiences as part of their 
overall transformation.

SAP BTP facilitates such innovation with flexible 
application-development capabilities, process 
management, and intelligent business services. 
With the platform’s extensibility, you can create 
an experience that offers procurement users an 

array of options to get the insight they need and 
can act on – anytime, anywhere, and from any 
device.

For example, you can design new processes and 
reroute, augment, or automate existing ones to 
adapt to your business needs. You may even 
choose to add innovative capabilities, deliver  
customizations, and embed them into current 
solutions. Additionally, intelligent workflows and 
business networks can help simplify and acceler-
ate enterprise procurement functions, including 
sourcing, contracts, catalogs, requisitions,  
purchasing, invoice processing, and payments.

Keep procurement users confident, informed, and 
prepared while evolving your digital capabilities and user 
experience as your needs change and business grows.

Grow Business Value with Real-Time  
Analytics

Accelerate Innovation and  
Personalization with Extensibility

Strengthen Insights and Outcomes  
with Broad Integration
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Strengthen Insights and Outcomes  
with Broad Integration
For you to fully benefit from business intelligence, 
data from applications in your IT landscape and 
from all sources and business processes must be 
integrated.

This comprehensive approach helps capture, 
manage, and govern your data and provide  
integrated business processes to drive better 
business outcomes. You can then use intelligent 
capabilities – such as machine learning and  
automation – to optimize processes and ignite 
innovation. Plus, you can leverage new ways of 
consolidating, connecting, and accessing  
information.

These capabilities accelerate the conversion  
of data into insights that provide the answers  
you need. You can improve user experience and 
procurement efficiency by delivering comprehen-
sive business processes, rerouting existing busi-
ness processes to adapt to your needs, linking 
critical data and processes to external sources 
and third-party systems, and integrating across 
spend management solutions from SAP to effi-
ciently manage cost and financial information. 

Furthermore, your organization can use tools 
such as digital boardrooms, stories, dashboards, 
visualization, conversational analytics, and  
applications with embedded AI to explore data 
confidently, analyze predictions, and plan for  
the enterprise. 

Grow Business Value with Real-Time  
Analytics

Accelerate Innovation and  
Personalization with Extensibility

Strengthen Insights and Outcomes  
with Broad Integration
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Integrate spend management solutions from SAP  
with an SAP or third-party ERP system to efficiently 
manage procurement finances and costs.
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Foster Intelligent Spend Management 
Across the Enterprise
At SAP, we have observed various companies 
worldwide evolve their procurement capabilities 
incrementally through well-defined digital  
transformation strategies. They start by moving 
on-premise legacy systems, data, and business 
processes to the cloud – usually one or two  
capabilities and applications at a time. And  
some organizations go even further by adopting 
increasingly intelligent technologies and engaging 
in business networks to discover, connect, and 
partner with millions of suppliers from more than 
190 countries.
 
For our customers, SAP BTP is the key to bringing 
to life their vision of intelligent spend manage-
ment. With an integrated set of database and data 

management solutions, analytics, application 
development and integration, and intelligent  
technologies, the need for manual processes is 
greatly reduced, and purchasing decisions can  
be based on a transparent view of spending activ-
ity across global divisions. More important, your 
organization can access the tools and connec-
tions it needs to stay one step ahead of  
the competition. 

SAP BTP is not just another platform. It’s an 
opportunity to integrate, extend, and build data  
to value at scale across spending activity  
while revealing the potential of your existing 
investments, expertise, and supplier network.

Foster Intelligent Spend Management 
Across the Enterprise
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Summary
SAP® Business Technology Platform offers the 
flexibility and intelligence to procure goods and 
services with greater efficiency, speed, and cost- 
effectiveness. The platform accelerates business 
outcomes through data-to-value conversion,  
integration, and extensibility of SAP and third-
party procurement applications, data, and  
processes.
 
Objectives

 • Convert data to value to enhance insight across 
procurement application and data sources

 • Connect purchases to evolving business needs 
to optimize cost reduction and enhance long-
term value

 • Integrate and manage current and future  
digital investments to support intelligent spend 
management

Solution
 • Advanced analytics
 • Extensible and personalized solutions
 • Integration of applications, data, and  
business processes 

Benefits
 • Increase the value of acquired goods and 
services with decisions augmented by real-time 
analytics 

 • Make smarter purchases by connecting,  
managing, and governing procurement data  
and activities

 • Evolve procurement strategies more easily, as 
needs change with modern and personalized 
buying experiences

 • Strengthen compliance by embedding procure-
ment capabilities into existing applications and 
business processes 

Learn more
For more information, contact your SAP  
representative or visit our SAP Business  
Technology Platform and procurement pages. 
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https://www.sap.com/canada/products/business-technology-platform.html
https://www.sap.com/canada/products/business-technology-platform.html
https://www.sap.com/products/e-procurement/procurement.html
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